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Thrill™ Impact & Torque
Compliant with the new Noise & Vibration Directive. 
Meets all OSHA Requirements for safe tool use. 

This safety mechanism 
drastically reduces operator 
error. The lever must be 
depressed while pulling the 
trigger, ensuring operator 
keeps hands away from 
pinch points.

OPTIONAL PATENTED SAFETY LEVER

Impact Pre-Torque Safe Precision-Torque
Grab both handles, pull both triggers 
for a corrosion-overcoming, reaction  
arm-free, impact assisted pre-torque  
of up to 1,600 rpm.

Flip the front handle to abut, push the 
Safety plate with one hand and pull the 
trigger with the other to speed up precision-
bolting in the safest possible way. 

The THRILL™ with its impact assisted run off or run down of 
fasteners overcomes corrosion and thread flaws at high speed. 
Flipping the stabilizer handle, the THRILL™ turns from an impact 
gun to a torque power tool, ready to break out fasteners or to 
torque them up within 5% at continuous rotation rather than the 
intermittent one of impact guns. This makes the THRILL™ overall 
the fastest power tool yet!
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Thrill™ impacT & Torque

Dimensional Data

Two Guns in One, an Impact and a Torque Gun

accessories

MODEL THRILL-A.25 THRILL-A.5 THRILL-A.7 THRILL-A1 THRILL-A3

TORQUE RANGE
63-283  ft. lbs. 

(383.7 Nm)
117-528 ft. lbs.  

(715.9 Nm)
180-808  ft. lbs. 

(1095.5 Nm)
252-1134 ft. lbs. 

(1537.5 Nm)
685-3083 ft. lbs. 

(4178.6 Nm)

DRIVE SIZE 1/2" SQ. 3/4" SQ. 3/4" SQ. 3/4" SQ. 1" SQ.

HEIGHT (H) 8.25" (21.0 cm) 8.25" (21.0 cm) 9.05” (22.0 cm) 9.05” (22.0 cm) 9.52" (24.2 cm)

LENGTH (L) 10.83" (27.5 cm) 11.25" (28.6 cm) 11.54" (29.3 cm) 11.79" (29.9 cm) 15.64" (39.7 cm)

WIDTH (W) 2.71" (6.9 cm) 2.71" (6.9 cm) 3.29" (8.4 cm) 3.29" (8.4 cm) 3.50" (8.9 cm)

RADIUS 1.12" (2.8 cm) 1.12" (2.8 cm) 1.59" (4.0 cm) 1.59" (4.0 cm) 1.75" (4.4 cm)

ARM LENGTH 2.75" (7.0 cm) 2.75" (7.0 cm) 2.75" (7.0 cm) 2.75" (7.0 cm) 3.50" (8.9 cm)

ARM RADIUS 4.19" (10.6 cm) 4.19" (10.6 cm) 4.55" (11.4 cm) 4.55" (11.4 cm) 6.18" (15.7 cm)

WEIGHT 9.18 lbs. (4.16 kg) 10.19 lbs. (4.62 kg) 13.30 lbs. (6.03 kg) 15.53 lbs. (7.04 kg) 28.70 lbs. (13.02 kg)

RUNDOWN RPM (NO LOAD) 4393 RPM 4182 RPM 4200 RPM 4000 RPM 2500 RPM

FINAL TORQUE RPM 25 RPM 12 RPM 12 RPM 7 RPM 4 RPM

 FIELDCHECK
Calibration of your tools just got more 
conveinent! Verify the torque output of your 
tools, on the job site, instantly with the NEW 
FIELDCHECK!

A backup wrench with an instant release 
even under load and a handle out of harms-
way has finally become reality. The back up 
tool kit comes with click-in 12-point cas-
settes in sizes from 1-7/16 – 3-1/8” AF.

Impact and torque assert different stress 
loads to sockets. The TorCimpact™ sockets 
from the TORQUE GUN Company come in all 
sizes and configurations. The difference is 
Quality and instant availability.

 TORQUE IMPACT SOCKETS bACK-UP WRENCHES


